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CEO’s Message
Dear Readers,
About a decade ago, in 2001, BCA launched the CORENET
(Construction and Real Estate Network) e-submission system,
the first of its kind in the world, to facilitate a seamless electronic
submission and approval process of all types of applications
made to government agencies. This was a key milestone for
the industry to transform a time-consuming and complex
submission process into one which is paperless, easily accessible
and highly efficient.
It was a challenging task then to entice the industry to use
CORENET. Today, we have reached 100% adoption and our
industry cannot imagine what it will be like without CORENET.
I am also proud to add that CORENET was one of the key
contributing factors that helped Singapore top the World Bank
Survey on ease of doing business five years in a row.
The BIM technology adoption experience is similar to the
CORENET experience. In a survey conducted in 2008, we found
that only 20% of the local firms made use of BIM in some of their
projects.
To steer the construction industry towards higher productivity
and better integration, BCA has set a target of getting the
industry to use BIM widely by 2015.
We have taken the critical first step in January 2010 to launch
the world’s first BIM e-submission of architectural model for
regulatory approval. Because of our leadership role in pushing
for BIM, we were conferred the Autodesk BIM Recognition
Award in 2009.

BIM technology to integrate the various processes, raise your
productivity and improve profitability. Hear the BIM journeys
of industry players and learn from their experiences. Also, get
a sneak peek into how HDB uses BIM solutions to improve
productivity and sustain future housing demand.
Human beings are creatures of habit. We understand that there
are challenges in terms of mindset and cost whenever new
technologies are implemented. Here is where BCA can help
you in changing the way things work in your company. A $250
million Construction Productivity and Capability Fund has been
set aside for productivity improvements and building capability,
with $5.7 million set aside for BIM adoption. The BIM fund
covers training, consultancy, software and hardware costs. Our
Construction Productivity Centre and Centre for Construction IT
have been guiding and working with those who have shown
interest in getting funding on training, technology adoption
and improving the way things work in the construction sector.
I hope those who have not already done so will step forward so
that we can work closely with you.
Meanwhile, to further raise awareness in ways to build smart and
enhance construction productivity, we will hold the inaugural
Singapore Construction Productivity Week from 25 to 29 April
2011. The week-long programme is an excellent platform for
industry professionals to share their knowledge on construction
productivity as well as learn from best practices. Do participate
in the Week’s programme and take this opportunity to learn
from the experts to achieve substantial productivity gains. We
hope to see you there!

The BIM technology adoption will be the next key milestone for
the industry to raise its productivity by improving the level of
integration and collaboration across the various disciplines in
the construction value chain.
With this 3D technology, building professionals can identify
potential design clashes and reduce unnecessary rework at the
construction stage. In this issue, we focus on how you can use

Dr John Keung,
Chief Executive Officer
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BIM your way to

higher productivity

Building Information Modelling (BIM) is a 3D digital visualisation tool that
manages data from design to construction. In a survey done in 2008, it was found
that less than 20 percent of the firms in the industry used BIM. This is a sharp
contrast to the United States, where an international study reported that more
than 50 percent of the firms used the technology for most of their projects. In
the same report, 82 percent of BIM users in the US were said to have experienced
productivity improvement, while 79 percent reported fewer variation orders and
on-site problems. Such a technology would be beneficial for the construction
industry, which is a complicated business involving many players in erecting a
building.
3D vs. 2D
Traditionally, in a two-dimensional drawing, each building professional (architects,
engineers and contractors) prepares his own plans. Hence, certain design clashes
(e.g. pipes running into the air-con ventilation tubes) would appear only during
the construction. With BIM, a three-dimensional model of a project and drawings
can be shared among the professionals, allowing them to analyse and resolve
potential design clashes before construction begins. BIM can facilitate better
teamwork among professionals, helping to reduce unnecessary reworks when
the project is being constructed.
The BIM Roadmap
BCA is promoting the use of BIM in an effort to integrate the varied processes and
raise productivity. A roadmap has been developed to accelerate the widespread
adoption of BIM in the construction industry:
• Removing impediments to ease transition from 2D to BIM
• Providing incentives for early adopters
• Creating the demand - public sector taking the lead
• Building BIM capability and capacity
• Promoting success stories
Towards this end, $5.7 million of the Construction Productivity and Capability
Fund (CPCF) has been set aside to help companies adopt BIM. So far, more than
$1 million has been committed under the BIM Fund, which covers training,
consultancy, software and hardware costs.
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“BCA has leveraged
on systems to improve
construction productivity
by formulating a five-year
BIM Adoption Roadmap
to implement BIM across
the sector. This integrated
approach results in time
and cost savings for
construction projects.”
– Deputy Prime Minister
Teo Chee Hean

With BIM,

The public sector will take the lead and work towards specifying BIM
requirements for new building projects as early as 2012. The Building
and Construction Authority (BCA) is currently working with key public
agencies, such as the Ministry of Education and the Housing and
Development Board (HDB), to pilot projects using BIM, and will work with
regulatory agencies towards priority in processing BIM e-submissions.

Architects can:

On 25 January 2010, Singapore achieved the first breakthrough by
officially accepting architectural BIM e-submissions through CORENET
- an e-submission system – and re-directing the plans to the various
participating regulatory agencies. These include BCA, Singapore Civil
Defence Force, National Environment Authority, HDB, Jurong Town
Corporation, Land Transport Authority, NParks, Public Utilities Board and
the Urban Redevelopment Authority. Since then, we have received more
than 600 BIM submissions from more than 80 building projects to date.
Meanwhile, BCA is also leading the multi-agency effort to mount the pilot
test of structural and MEP (Mechanical, Electrical and Plumbing) BIM esubmissions, which is targeting for official acceptance by April this year.
The Board is working closely with BuildingSMART Singapore to develop a
library of 3D design objects which could be used by industry practitioners
to build their digital building models in a “LEGO” like manner.

Structural engineers can:

u create three-dimensional models (that
help other professionals to visualise the
designs better)
u perform sustainability analysis
u co-ordinate the work on the project
with other professionals from various
disciplines
u produce construction documents/
drawings quickly, and incorporate design
changes consistently

u perform structural analysis of the
buildings in the project
u design and produce construction
documents and drawings of the building
structures quickly
u facilitate fabrication of elements
with greater accuracy

BIM to be part of the learning curriculum
To build up expertise in the industry, BCA will continue to engage
Institutions of Higher Learning to incorporate BIM as part of their
curriculum. Professionals currently in practice can also upgrade their
skills by attending software training at various authorised centres.

M&E engineers can:

At the same time, the BCA Centre for Construction IT will explore
introducing an on-the-job training scheme to develop a community of
BIM experts within each firm so that a multiplier effect could be created
to support the process of change within the firm.

Contractors can:

Its academic arm, the BCA Academy, has introduced a Specialist Diploma
BIM course in Singapore, which is starting its first run in late May this year.
It is a joint programme where BCA hopes to groom BIM coordinators
and managers, who can then facilitate the integration and collaboration
across the value chain.
The widespread adoption of BIM is believed to bring about immense
benefits to the construction industry in terms of cost benefits and
savings. BCA is targeting to have more than 80 percent of the industry
adopt BIM by 2015. If your company is interested to join us on this BIM
Journey now, please find out more at
www.bca.gov.sg/BIM/bimfund.html.

u design the mechanical & electrical
systems with greater accuracy
u plan & optimise the distribution
and routes of mechanical & electrical
equipment within the building project

u plan the entire construction process
and material delivery through computer
simulation
u determine, review and optimise the
sequence of the building’s construction
u use it for quantity take-offs and cost
estimating

Facilities managers can:
u use it for building maintenance
u use it to generate as-built floor plans
u use it as a database for building
information related to HVAC equipment,
plumbing fixtures, door and window
schedules and even the manufacturer,
supplier for every material specified in
the building
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Inside track:

Interviews with

BIM Experts
How do you compare 2D and BIM technology?
2D technology is well entrenched in the local construction industry, with
staff who are familiar and trained in using the software, easy coordination
with various stakeholders (e.g. consultants and contractors in sharing of
files), competitive hardware and software pricing and readily available
service support. Conversely, BIM technology - as a comparatively new
local entrant - would require more familiarisation and more staff training,
hardware costs and service support, multi-consultants interaction and
government support.

Loh Ju Hon

Director,
RDC Architects Pte Ltd
Loh Ju Hon has been involved in
many feasibility studies, competition
proposals, and project management
of residential, commercial, industrial
and institutional projects, both local
and overseas. Ju-Hon joined RDC as
an architect after graduating with
Honours from the National University
of Singapore in 1990. He was later
promoted to Associate Director in
1996, and in 2000, he became a
Director.

What obstacles did you overcome during the journey of BIM adoption?
What help did you get externally?
The challenges faced included changing the mindsets of stakeholders,
costs of hardware and software, opportunity costs, selecting appropriate
projects for BIM adoption, as well as staff training. In 2010, we applied for
BCA funding (BIM Fund) and proceeded to engage a vendor to provide the
necessary course training.
What benefits did your company enjoy after using BIM?
We are still in the pilot project stage and will only be able to do a better
assessment once we complete the initial stages. Although the learning
curve is not without pain, we do expect to see eventual gain in time and
productivity when we move on to subsequent projects with trained staff.
What changes do you hope to see in the industry over the next few
years as the use of BIM becomes more pervasive?
Once the adoption of BIM technology is established industry-wide, with
available trained staff and more economical hardware, as well as adopted
by architects, engineers, landscape architects and contractors, then holistic
and integrated projects would be achievable with time better devoted to
improving design rather than fire-fighting co-ordination problems and
abortive works.

Images courtesy of RDC Architects Pte Ltd
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Christopher Pynn
Building Modelling Leader,
Arup Singapore Pte Ltd

Since 1990, Christopher Pynn has been
with Arup, a global professional services
firm providing engineering, design,
planning, project management and
consulting services for all aspects of
the built environment. He oversees the
implementation of 3D modelling work
in Australasia. Having worked on major
multidisciplinary projects, including
Marina Bay Sands, Marina Bay Bridges
and Singapore Flyer, Chris has extensive
experience in the production of complex
3D models in the civil and structural
engineering field.

3D modelling technology allowed
building professionals to explore the
Helix bridge project digitally before it
was built.

BIM technology was essential in creating
a realistic model for building the Art
Science Museum at Marina Bay Sands.
Images courtesy of Arup Singapore Pte Ltd

How do you compare 2D and BIM
technology?
When considering how present-day
design documentation is delivered,
two-dimensional and BIM are at
rather different ends of the spectrum.
BIM, which is the creation and use
of coordinated and consistent,
computable information about a
project’s design, allows architects
and engineers to store large amounts
of data sets or information within
the model ranging from building
geometry, spatial data and component
properties. Having said that, BIM
is still a new kid on the block and
there is a lack of awareness about
the technology as compared to 2D
technology, which is considered to be
fast, reliable and cheap.
Could you share with us your
journey of BIM adoption? What
obstacles did you overcome during
the course? What help did you get
externally?
Arup Singapore’s journey into BIM
dates back to sometime in 2003, when
I was working on the North East Line
project. Having spent four years on
it, coordinating complex MEP services
within tight spaces, I witnessed the
immense value that 3D technology
brought to the process and was thus
driven by a personal desire to achieve
the same for our other projects.
Coincidentally, it was also the same
time that the term ‘BIM’ was gaining
traction as a common name for the
digital representation of the advanced
modelling process. This was largely
due to (American design software
company) Autodesk’s acquisition
of Revit Technology Corporation,
which radically transformed its suite
of products and services. In building
up the Singapore team, I mastered
Autodesk Revit on my own and
provided one-on-one training to my
peers. We drew extensive support as
well from our offices in Melbourne and
Sydney, who were already using other
BIM-related products in their projects.
What benefits did your company
enjoy after using BIM?

At the simplest level, the use of
BIM - which is based on parametric
modelling - helps maintain the
geometric consistency and integrity
of building models regardless of
changes or modifications. This has
brought about increased accuracy,
cost and creativity to our design work.
It has also allowed us to produce highquality presentations of our designs,
thus instilling confidence in our clients
of our experience and capabilities.
How does BIM help to improve
productivity and capability in your
organisation?
The BIM process has greatly increased
our ability to transfer data efficiently
and effectively, from design to
documentation, and geometry control
through parametric to design. We have
thus been able to produce new design
iterations and solve complex issues
within short spaces of time. One recent
example is our work on the three
cascading hotel towers of Marina Bay
Sands, in which BIM was extensively
used to resolve complex coordination
and documentation issues among the
project’s designers and consultants.
The 3D structural analysis model was
essential in creating a realistic model
that would estimate the complex
behaviour of the towers, deformation,
wind induced movement and element
stresses.
Have you seen an increase in the use
of BIM in the industry?
Yes, there has been a gradual increase
in the awareness of BIM and this is
largely attributed to BCA’s consistent
efforts in promoting it. However, I
would still say that BIM is very much
misunderstood and we could do more
to communicate effectively its benefits
to stakeholders.
What changes do you hope to see in
the industry over the next few years
as the use of BIM becomes more
pervasive?
I hope for greater collaboration among
industry partners and full BIM projects
to be better thought-out at the outset,
so that they can be delivered effectively
with positive, quantifiable outcomes.
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Low Leong
Leong
Senior Architect,
Woh Hup Pte Ltd

As a registered Architect with
over 24 years of experience in the
construction industry, Low Leong
Leong provides technical and
design support for construction
and tendering activities at Woh
Hup Pte Ltd to enhance project
buildability, improve detailing/
finishing works and resolve issues
related to architectural works and
statutory compliances.

An artist’s impression of Reflections at
Keppel Bay.

The use of BIM technology gave Woh
Hup the confidence and certainty on
the geometry of the roof crown during
discussions with consultants.
Images courtesy of Woh Hup Pte Ltd
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How do you compare 2D and BIM
technology?
BIM allows the veridical dimensions to
be considered in drawing coordination.
For example, in a conventional 2D floor
plan, we only have the length and width
data of the element. But with 3D, we
also have information on the height of
the element. This is particularly useful
when different elements of different
heights ‘cross’ each other, and we have
to make sure these elements do not
clash with each other.
With the ability to simulate and visualise
3D models on the computer screen, we
are able to study interfacing details
and ‘cut’ sectional drawings at a click of
the mouse. Conventionally, we have to
project from the floor plan and elevation
to develop the sections. With BIM, we
‘click’ the required sections on the BIM
model, and the sectional drawings will
be generated easily. We can study as
many sectional interfaces as we want,
and this facilitates a more thorough
review of interfacing detailing.
Could you share with us your journey
of BIM adoption? What obstacles did
you overcome during the course?
What help did you get externally?
At the ‘Reflections at Keppel Bay”
project, it was a challenge to produce
conventional 2D construction drawings
for the iconic geometry of the roof
crown at the top of the tower blocks.
The roof crown geometry is generated
from extrapolation of the main tower
facade geometry, with the crown
supports aligned onto the slanted
building columns below, which are
also generated by the geometry of the
tower block. Our management was
very supportive of the adoption of BIM
technology to assist in the production
of construction drawings for the roof
crown. This support removes any
obstacles to our adoption of BIM.
However, as BIM is fairly new to us and
the industry, we engaged an external
party to assist in the production of the
3D model for the roof crowns.
What benefits did your company
enjoy after using BIM?
We were able to accurately visualise

all critical interfacing details as well as
identify potential problems and clashes
between different elements, e.g. clashes
between the roof crown and the planters
behind, and also the setting out of the
crown supporting stumps in relation to
the building columns below.
How does BIM help to improve
productivity and capability in your
organisation?
With the 3D model, we were able
to e-communicate with overseas
consultants on coordination issues. It
gave us the confidence and certainty on
the geometry of the roof crown during
discussions with the consultants.
We were also able to locate the setting
out of the cast-in plates on the main
building structure to receive the
support/connection to the roof crown.
3D coordinates were also generated,
which were then given to our steel
specialist to fabricate the roof crown.
Have you seen an increase in the use
of BIM in the industry?
There is an increased awareness of BIM
technology. However, the adoption and
use of BIM have yet to really take off. I
suppose it needs a mindset change as
the industry is comfortable with the
current conventional 2D drawings.
What changes do you hope to see in
the industry over the next few years
as the use of BIM becomes more
pervasive?
With the current demand and tight
completion deadlines, there will be
reluctance to adopt BIM, as substantial
dedicated time will be required in
the initial input and generation of 3D
modelling.
BIM is able to generate accurate
models of drawings but the physical
implementation and construction
is equally important. There will be
tolerances arising from the use of labour
during the actual construction, as human
error is unavoidable. Perhaps building
construction could be mechanised one
day, so that different building elements
can be fitted together accurately and
neatly.

Interview with
Productivity Expert
DR JAMES T. O’CONNOR is a Professor of Civil Engineering, the C.

T. Wells Professor of Project Management, and CEPM Program Coordinator
at the University of Texas at Austin. He holds a B.S. degree in Architectural
Engineering from the Oklahoma State University, an M.Arch. in Architectural
Structures from the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and a Ph.D.
in Civil Engineering from the University of Texas.
His teaching and research interests include value management processes,
design effectiveness, project constructability enhancement, advanced
construction technologies, process integration, project risk management
and planning for start-ups. Dr O’Connor’s industry experience includes
several years in both the public and private sectors. He has published and
lectured widely.
In 2005, Dr O’Connor received the Outstanding Research Award from the
Construction Industry Institute in 2005, and the Thomas Fitch Rowland Prize
for outstanding research from ASCE in 1987 and again in 1995. He is very
active in both the Construction Industry Institute and the American Society
of Civil Engineers and is a registered professional engineer in the state of
Texas.

A survey in 2008 by McGraw-Hill Construction found that 50% of AEC firms (Architects,
Engineers and Contractors) in the US use BIM for their projects. Who are the main drivers of
BIM adoption in the US?
In the US, government projects occupy a sizeable portion of the entire market. Public sector clients, such as the General
Services Administration, are currently pushing the use of BIM on projects in the US. In addition, the “Early Innovator”
group, such as the Georgia Institute of Technology and some pioneering architectural and engineering firms are also
pushing its use. However, private sector non-building projects in the US are less likely to use BIM currently.

How will BIM improve project management for contractors?
BIM is currently being deployed as a way to further the level of integration among the various design disciplines
involved in a project. It is also being used as a way to establish stronger technical data ties between design and the
fabrication community, such as structural steel, for example. In the coming years, BIM will be used to form bridges
between design and construction management. We’ll also see future links between BIM and facility operations/
maintenance.

How can a contractor prepare himself for BIM adoption?
Preparing for BIM adoption should involve participation in BIM-related short courses and conferences. The breadth of
BIM is so varied that these will likely involve many sub-sets of applications, so you’ll need to seek out the forums that
are right for your needs.

Besides BIM, what are some of the promising IT tools or systems that may help a contractor
to plan and manage their projects more effectively?
Contractors need to start getting up to speed on the use of simulation tools in order to better manage in the context of
uncertainty. Project cost and schedule management are areas where contractors can exploit Monte Carlo simulation
to their advantage. Simulation allows for the ready modelling of risk profiles, sensitivity analysis, and analysis of
“what-if” scenarios. As our management efforts become more data-centric, companies will need to understand how
to exploit this information.
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Taking the Lead

in Productivity

To raise awareness in enhancing construction productivity and encourage industry players to
build smart, the Building and Construction Authority (BCA) will launch the inaugural Singapore
Construction Productivity Week from 25-29 April 2011. The week-long programme promises to
be an excellent platform for industry professionals to share their knowledge on construction
productivity, as well as learn from the best practices and new technologies. The event is also an
opportunity for tradesmen to reinforce their key skills for productivity gains.
The Singapore Construction Productivity Week will have three key events: The Skilled Builder and BIM Competition, the
Build Smart Conference and BuildTech Asia 2011.
The event will kick off with the challenging and exciting Skilled Builder and BIM competition (25-26 April), where participants
will pit their skills in various trades, such as telescopic handler and crane simulator operations, as well as system formwork
and drywall installations. The competition, to be held at the BCA Academy, aims to highlight the importance of using the
right skills to increase construction productivity.

Skills category

PRIZES

Telescopic Handler Operations

Skilled Builder Competition

Competitors are required to manoeuvre the telescopic handler according to
the circuit drawing provided and perform predetermined operations smoothly
and safely. Competitors will be expected to transport items such as beams and
barrels while tackling challenging courses.

System Formwork Installation

The 4-men teams are expected to be able to comprehend drawings, effectively
plan their time, demonstrate competence with tools, observe safety and keep
work stations clean and tidy. Participants will be judged on their understanding
of the drawings and producing quality system formwork while adhering to a
strict timescale.

Drywall Installation

The 3-men teams will compete in a specific drywall project designed to
challenge the team’s ability to interpret drawings, measure accurately, install
simple M&E services, effectively plan their time, demonstrate competence with
tools and use appropriate materials to produce accurate and neat work outputs
while adhering to strict timescales. Participants are to demonstrate observance
to safety and good housekeeping habits.

Crane Operations

Team Events:

Winner - $2,000
Runner-up - $1,000

Individual Events:

Winner - $500		
Runner-up - $250

Overall Winner:

The Champion Skilled Builder will be
awarded with the Challenge Trophy.

BIM Competition
Winner of Student Team:
$3,000 + Trophy

Using the crane operations simulator, competitors will be required to complete
a series of tasks in a given scenario provided. The scenario will include both
simple and complicated manoeuvres commonly performed during lifting and
will be designed to fully utilise all aspects of crane controls. Completed projects
will be assessed by an automated system.

Winner of Architecture Team:

Building Information Modelling (BIM)

Winner of M&E Engineering Team:

(Registration is closed due to overwhelming response)
Not more than three persons per team of the same discipline, (any category below)
can participate in the two-days Open BIM Competition (total of 24-hours at the
BCA Academy). Industry firms or school students and lecturers can form teams to
participate. Industry practitioners can also form teams with school students.
Categories:
1. Student
2. Architecture
3. Civil & Structural Engineering
4. Mechanical & Electrical Engineering
5. Construction, Quantity Surveying and Facilities Management


Participants will be awarded with a Certificate
of Participation. The category winner will be
awarded with a cash prize and trophy.
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$3,000 + Trophy

Winner of C&S Engineering Team:
$3,000 + Trophy
$3,000 + Trophy

Winner of Construction, QS & FM Team:
$3,000 + Trophy

Special mentions to:

The team with best innovation
The team with best use of BIM for sustainable design
The team with best use of BIM for buildable design
The team with best team collaboration & coordination
The team with best publication and presentation

For more details about the competition, please contact:
BIM Competition
Miss Soon Lay Kuan
Tel: +65 6325 1102 Email: soon_lay_kuan@bca.gov.sg

Skilled Builder Competition
Mr Albert Tang		
Tel: +65 6325 5054 Email: albert_tang@bca.gov.sg

Following the competition is the inaugural Build Smart Conference (27-28 April 2011), the anchor
event of the Singapore Construction Productivity Week. To be held at Singapore Expo’s Conference
Halls B to E, it is jointly organised by BCA and SPHERE, a subsidiary of Singapore Press Holdings. The
objective of the Build Smart Conference is to share best practices and showcase exemplary projects
which have successfully adopted productive methods of construction.
The agenda for the two-day conference is as follows:

Day 1: Wednesday, 27 April 2011
• Registration
• Build Smart Conference - BuildTechAsia Exhibition Joint Opening Ceremony
• Speech by Guest-of-Honour
• Opening of Build Smart Conference and BuildTechAsia Exhibition by Guest-Of-Honour
• Video Montage Presentation of Skilled Builder and BIM Competition
• Prize Presentation to Winners of Skilled Builder and BIM Competition
Tea break

Track 1: BIM & Construction IT
• Building Information Modelling: Opportunities for Improving Design, Construction and Operation
– Autodesk, Mr. Phil Bernstein, VP, Industry Strategy and Relations, AEC solutions
• The Strategic Guide to Implementing BIM in the Construction Industry
– BuildingSmart, Prof. Kim Inhan, Kyung-Hee University, Korea
International Council Member of BuildingSmart International
• OpenBIM Concept
–Tekla B&C BIM, Mr. Leif Granholm, Senior Vice President,
and Arup Singapore Pte Ltd, Mr. Phil Lazarus, BIM Coordinator
Lunch break and tour of exhibition
• From Intent to Reality: The Digital Modelling Way
- Woh Hup (Pte) Ltd, Mr. Low Leong Leong, Senior Architect
Tea break
• Building Information Modelling – local case study from contractor’s perspective on how to remove construction
risk digitally
- Sembawang Engineers and Constructors, Mr. Tan Liang Seng, Assistant Vice President
• How Geo-Spatial Technologies impacts BIM
- GPS Lands (S) Pte Ltd, Mr. Gerry Ong, Managing Director

End of Day 1
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Day 2: Thursday, 28 April 2011
Track 2: Procurement and Construction

Track 3: Precast and Prefabrication

• Management Target Costs Principles,
Challenges and Benefits
– MTR Corporation Ltd. (Hong Kong), Mr. Malcolm Dennis O’Neill,
Contracts Administration Manager and Gammon Construction
Ltd., Mr. Shaun O’Hanlon, Senior Commercial Manager
• On the Link of Innovation and Productivity: Yau Lee’s Way
– Yau Lee Construction (Singapore) Pte Ltd,
Ms. Rosana Wong, Managing Director

• HDB’s Productivity Journey and Innovation in
Prefabrication and Precast Construction
– HDB, Mr. Wong Swee Khian, Head
(Building Research Unit)
• Subterranean Precast Technology
– Ryobi Kiso, Mr. Wong Kam Seng,
Assistant General Manager

Tea break
• Shimizu’s Challenges to Achieve Integration and
Higher Construction Productivity
– Shimizu, Mr. H.Fujita, Project Director
• Productivity - Dragages’ Approach
– Dragages, Mr. Allan Tan, Project Director

• Automation of Precast Concrete Production
at Tiong Seng Prefab Hub
– Robin Village Development Pte Ltd,
Mr. Michael Seah Chun Hian, Managing Director
• Innovation and Prefabrication of M&E System
– Gammon Pte Ltd, Mr. Robyn Thomas, General Manager (E&M)

Lunch break and tour of exhibition

Track 4: Regulatory Review

Track 5: Construction Technology

• Enhanced Buildability Framework to Improve
Construction Productivity
– BCA, Mrs. Foo-Leoh Chay Hong
Assistant Director, Buildability Development Department,
Construction Productivity Centre
• Plans Submission Process for Ductless Jet Fans Systems
in Carparks
– SCDF, Mr. Heng Chai Liang, Assistant Director, Fire Safety
Consultation Branch, Fire Safety & Shelter Department (FSSD)

• Case Study on the Use of Self-Compacting Concrete
– Environ Construction Co. (Pte) Ltd,
Mr. Richard Cheng, Director
• Strut-free Method for Basement Construction
– BCA, Dr. Poh Teoh Yaw,
Senior Executive Geotechnical Specialist

Tea break
• Making Plan Submission and Road Opening
Application Simpler and Faster
– LTA, Mr. Mohd Iskandar, Deputy Manager,
Development & Building Control Division
• Challenges in the Construction of Pumping
Mains in Singapore
– PUB, Ms. Esther Foo, Executive Engineer

End of Day 2

• Increasing Construction Productivity through
Construction Chemical Technologies
– BASF, Mr. Nilotpol Kar, Senior Manager, Asia Pacific,
Marketing Admixture Systems
• Use of Innovative Designs and Construction Methods to
Enhance Productivity for LTA Civil Engineering Projects
– LTA, Mr. Phua Hooi Leng, Senior Project Engineer
• Trenchless Technology for Sewer Rehabilitation
– PUB, Mr. Neo Peng Siang Engineer,
Water Reclamation (Network) Department

Another event to be held during the Singapore Construction Productivity Week is the BuildTech Asia 2011 (27-29
April 2011), an exhibition and trade show on construction, machinery and building materials. The event presents
an excellent opportunity for exhibitors and visitors to network with industry players for business collaboration
in the region. Technology and equipment which may help to improve productivity will be showcased at the
event. The exhibition is expecting about 5,000 to 7,000 visitors from the region. Further details can be found on
www.buildtechasia.com.
The Singapore Construction Productivity Week will host a range of exciting and interesting events for practitioners in the construction
industry. A one-day pass is available at SGD200, and a two-day pass at SGD320. For more information on the event, competitions and
conferences, please log on to http://sgcpw.com.
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Productivity Improvement Project (PIP)

First automated precast facility in S’pore
receives funding from BCA

An artist’s impression of the
three-storey automated Tiong
Seng Prefab Hub in Tuas. It
is set to be completed in the
third quarter of 2011.

Riding on the productivity wave and anticipating greater
demand in precast concrete elements in future, Tiong
Seng Contractors Pte Ltd proudly introduces the first
integrated prefab hub in Singapore.
Located in Tuas, the 19,000m2 Tiong Seng Prefab Hub could possibly double the output to more than
100,000m3 annually, while reducing up to 70 percent manpower. The proposed 3-storey automated
precasting facility has an expected completion date in the third quarter of 2011, and will have two
automated production lines featuring the latest equipment imported from Germany. Out of the $20
million facility, $1 million was funded by the Building and Construction Authority, under its PIP scheme.
The PIP scheme encourages companies to carry out projects that will build up their capability and
improve their work processes to achieve greater productivity gains.
Automated work processes will be seen in this facility, such as high precision marking-out of dimensions
and transportation of products from one workstation to another. The entire manufacturing process
will be controlled by a centralised computer system, which assists in retrieving information directly
from CAD drawings as well as maintaining production data and records. The Tiong Seng Prefab Hub
will also include a curing chamber, which reduces the time spent on curing precast products.
When completed, the Tong Seng Prefab Hub will strive to meet the rising demands of precast
components in the industry. The adoption of precast concrete construction has been identified
as one of the key means in raising construction productivity. The Tiong Seng Prefab Hub will be a
landmark achievement of the local precast industry, and will set a new benchmark for precast concrete
production technology and land use optimisation for precasters.
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BEHIND THE SCENES
WITH HDB

The Housing and Development Board (HDB) has been providing affordable
homes to about 80% of Singapore’s population after its establishment in
1960. Since its inception, the Board has been focusing on making full home
ownership achievable to every eligible family and individual in the Republic.
HDB, as Singapore’s public housing authority, oversees this national initiative
that significantly contributed to an inclusive socio-economic growth.
It would not be far off to say that home ownership is every Singaporean’s
dream. To make this attainable for the man-on-the-street, HDB actively
engages in research and development work to ensure that cost-effectiveness
and quality standards are maintained and continually improved upon.
Productivity Improvement with the Use of BIM Technology
The Board collaborated with the Building and Construction Authority (BCA)
in using Building Information Modelling (BIM) technology for the design of
housing projects one and half years ago. With BIM, productivity is increased
through the innovation and re-engineering of the building design process.
The improved productivity not only sustains housing affordability, but it also
helps in ensuring timely project delivery.
As applied research, BIM solutions help to integrate and improve processes
and systems that create significant differentiating advantages for HDB to
improve productivity and sustain future housing demand. High accuracy
of BIM solutions creates more competitive tenders and affordable housing.

12
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In addition, BIM solutions aid HDB to realise public sustainability
objectives.

BIM is a more efficient technique in
quickly capturing tremendous amounts

Adopting the use of BIM technology was not without its challenges.
HDB management put in place a team to retain, enhance and share
HDB’s vast creativity, capability and expertise in public housing and
community building as they develop and innovate within HDB. Among
its other objectives, the Integrated Design Studio (IDS) was conceived
within HDB’s Building Research Institute (BRI) to explore the use of BIM
technology for all three building disciplines.

of information in an interactive threedimensional model. From one accessible

Aside from using BIM for modelling and documentation, HDB is also
keen to research and explore the possibilities of integrating peripheral
BIM software that can analyse sustainability and buildability of the built
environment in the near future.
Process Integration
HDB has two projects under the BIM e-submission; one has been
completed and the other is currently in progress. The BCA BIM template
was extremely useful and helpful to first-time BIM users as it helped
them do it right the first time in terms of principle and direction. BIM
submission guidelines are concise, effective and easy to understand,
and the streamlining and integrating features of 3D modelling tools
are particularly useful for dealing with the overwhelming number of
statutory departments for planning and building approvals. HDB’s IDS
experienced a breakthrough in that a tremendous amount of time and
resources were saved, and the process flowed smoothly from designing
to tender documentation.
Collaboration with Counterparts
BCA is currently assisting HDB in the form of twice-weekly BIM site
support and is also training HDB in BIM architecture statutory esubmissions and templates/guides. HDB’s BRI is keen to continue this
partnership to enable the eventual full implementation of BIM and
subsequently into areas of R&D, training and industry awareness.
Looking ahead, HDB’s IDS is planning to fully employ BIM technology
as an integrated design and project delivery resource for the C&S and
M&E disciplines.

model, all the disciplines are able to
share and reproduce ‘intelligently’ the
information seamlessly with extreme
accuracy. This translates into a more
integrated and timesaving work process
through lesser usage of resources
and materials, thereby enhancing
productivity and housing standard.
Builders are encouraged to take up the
BIM fund offered by BCA to help the
industry improve their productivity
through employing technology.
Interested parties are welcome to
contact BCA and/or HDB for possible
collaborations to upgrade the
construction industry’s productivity
and competitiveness.
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Enhancing crane
operation training with
simulators
The BCA Academy has been conducting
crane operation training classes for
the past decade to meet the demand
for crane operators in the construction
industry. The demand for crane operators
has continued to grow as more jobs have
been created in the construction industry
in recent years. Currently, crane operation
training is carried out using actual crane
machines located within the Academy’s
premises.
To complement the actual crane operation
training, the Academy will be procuring
four units of crane simulators, which
will come with software customised
specifically for application in the local
construction industry.
The simulators can create various
scenarios that are similar to what trainees
would experience while operating
mobile, crawler as well as tower cranes.
With these simulators, the trainer will
be able to customise different scenarios
and built environments to enhance the
realism of crane training, some of which
are too dangerous or impossible to create
with actual cranes. Some examples are
bad weather conditions and congested
areas. Even if these scenarios could be
replicated, it would not be safe to allow
training under these conditions.
Trainees can look forward to practising
on the crane simulators come the third
quarter of this year. With these machines,
their training will be enhanced, giving
them an edge over trainees from other
countries.
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HSL GROUND ENGINEERING
leverages on MechC for
productivity gains

Construction firms are constantly looking to improve their manpower efficiencies and
tap on advanced technologies to improve their productivity on site. However, due to the
intricate nature of productivity enhancement, some construction firms remain unaware of
the resources available to bolster productivity. Let’s look at how HSL Ground Engineering
Pte Ltd acquired assistance to invest in technology to improve productivity.

The new pumps have higher efficiency and are able to mix larger quantities of materials and
pump out the grout at higher pressure.

HSL Ground Engineering Pte Ltd is a C3 grade registered contractor under
BCA’s Contractors Registry. Its range of services includes bored piling, micropiling,
soil stabilisation as well as diaphragm and secant wall installation. It is a subsidiary
of HSL Constructor Pte Ltd, one of the leading marine and civil engineering
construction companies in Singapore, which was first founded in 1994. The two
bodies have strong influences across Singapore and the region.
Currently involved in the construction of several infrastructure and condominium
projects, HSL Ground Engineering recently made a successful application for the
Mechanisation Credit scheme (MechC) from BCA to co-fund its purchase of three
high-powered pressure pumps. Compared to the older pumps, these pumps have
higher efficiency and are able to mix larger quantities of materials and pump out
the grout at higher pressure. This allows them to complete their work in a shorter
period of time and hence improve site productivity.
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High–powered pressure pumps help improve the productivity of work processes.

The benefits of applying for the MechC scheme is not just confined to site productivity
improvement. The cost savings obtained by utilising the scheme can be channelled to the right
areas to generate a higher level of productivity. In HSL Ground Engineering’s case, the scheme
has enabled them to invest their surplus into the maintenance and upgrading of current
equipment. This will eventually benefit them in the long haul by means of reduced machinery
issues.
In addition to all the equipment upgrades, its parent
company, HSL Constructor, is exploring the possibilities
of integrating Building Information Modelling (BIM) into
its work processes to enhance its project management
capabilities. BIM allows them to create accurate construction
schedules and review construction plans and sequences.
By pre-empting any problems, they can save on costs and
resources as well as cut down on rectification work.
HSL Constructor understands that higher productivity would enable them to build up longterm competitiveness in a systematic and sustainable way. With a clear vision, commitment
and sound strategy, HSL Constructor has placed productivity as one of their top directives since
2010 and would continue to do so in the years ahead.

“By adopting a productive mindset, businesses can achieve
higher revenue with more efficient use of resources and put
in place more effective work processes and practices, leading
to higher profits for the company.”
Lim Sing Tian
Productivity Manager,
HSL Constructor

Ms Amy Soh and Mr Lim Sing Tian.

For more information on the Mechanisation Credit Scheme, please contact:
Ms Tan Mui Kheng
Tel: 63255067
Email: tan_mui_kheng@bca.gov.sg
16
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Ride on the

productivity wave
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Construction Productivity and Capability
Fund (CPCF) courses

Certificate in Interior Finishing Coordination
Certificate in Pavement Construction and Maintenance
Certificate in Precast Concrete Construction Supervision
Certificate in Waterproofing Supervision
Certificate in Building Measurement
Certificate in Geotechnical Instrumentation for Supervisors
Certificate in Levelling and Setting Out
Certificate Course for Structural Steel Supervisors
NBQ in Project Supervision

Higher NBQ in Project Supervision
Advanced NBQ in Project Supervision
NBQ in Supervision and Coordination of M&E Works
Higher NBQ in Supervision and Coordination of M&E Works
Advanced NBQ in Supervision and Coordination of M&E Works
NBQ in Operation & Maintenance
Higher NBQ in Operation & Maintenance
Advanced NBQ in Operation & Maintenance

16 new courses are now available. 50% to 80% of the
training cost can be subsidised under the CPCF scheme.
The additional courses are:

Trade Diplomas (Foremen / Supervisors)

Specialist Diplomas (PMETs)

• Structural Steel Supervision

• Building Information Modelling (BIM)

• Reinforced Concrete Supervision

Certificate courses (PMETs)
• Project Management for Professionals in the
Building and Construction Industry
(in collaboration with SPM)
• Construction Productivity Management
(in collaboration with SCAL)
• Design of Precast Concrete structures for Engineers
• Workshop on Site Management of Precast
Concrete Construction

• Plumbing Technology
• Electrical Technology
Certificate courses (Tradesmen / Foremen)
• Builders Cert in Plumbing and Pipefitting
• SEC(K) in Precast Concrete Components Erection
• SEC(K) in Structural Steel Fitting
• SEC(K) in Interior Drywall Installation
• System Formwork Training
• Mechanical Elevated Work Platform

For courses, pls contact:
BCA Academy
Tel: 62489999, Email: bca_academy@bca.gov.sg

ENHANCED
CONSTRUCTION
PRODUCTIVITY AND
CAPABILITY FUND
(CPCF)
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTION
MECHANISATION CREDIT

PROVIDES ASSISTANCE TO COMPANIES TO DEFRAY UP TO
50% (S$100,000) OF MACHINERY COST

PRODUCTIVITY IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
ENCOURAGES COMPANIES TO BUILD UP THEIR WORK PROCESS TO
ACHIEVE PRODUCTIVITY GAINS with up to 50% to 70% (S$100,000
to S$1 million) co-funding

BUILDING INFORMATION MODEL FUND
PROVIDES ASSISTANCE TO COMPANIES TO INCORPORATE BIM INTO
THEIR WORK PROCESSES TO OFFER NEW VALUE-ADDED SERVICES
with up to 50% co-funding (S$20,000 to S$210,000)

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON THE INCENTIVE SCHEMES UNDER THE CPCF
Please contact: CPCF Toll-free Hotline: 1800-325 5050

